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SUMMARY: (S/NI) PERUVIAN ARMY PERSONNEL ALLEGEDLY DETAINED AND KILLED THE CANTUTA TEN, AND THEN VLADIMIRO MONTEÑOS REPORTEDLY ORDERED A DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN TO DEFLECT THE HEAT CAUSED BY THE CIENEGUILLA INCIDENT.

TEXT: 1. (S/NI) (b)(1),1.4 (c)
(b)(1),1.4 (c)
(b)(1),1.4 (c)
(b)(1),1.4 (c)
(b)(1),1.4 (c)

PERUVIAN ARMY PERSONNEL THAT DETAINED AND LATER KILLED THE TEN CANTUTA "DISAPPEARED ONES".

2. (S/NI) (b)(1),1.4 (c)
ONCE THE POLITICAL HEAT OF THE LATEST UNEARPTHING ON HUMAN REMAINS AT CIENEGUILLA GOT TOO HOT FOR THE PERUVIAN INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, MONTEÑOS REPORTEDLY ORDERED THE PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF A DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN TO DEFLECT THIS ATTENTION.

(b)(1),1.4 (c)

THIS ALLEGEDLY RESULTED IN PERUVIAN NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (SIN) OPERATIVES RECRUITING AN INNOCENT INDIVIDUAL, JUAN (MALLEA) TOMAILLA, TO BE ARRESTED AS A SEHDERO LUMINOSO TERRORIST WITH A DOCTORED COPY OF THE MAP RECEIVED BY THE LOCAL PERIODICAL "SI".

(b)(1),1.4 (c)

MALLEA WAS PROMISED HE WOULD BE PAID A SIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF MONEY AND THAT HIS FAMILY WOULD BE WELL TAKEN CARE OF IN RETURN FOR HIS SERVICE. THE INTENT WAS TO PRESENT MALLEA AS A SEHDERO MEMBER THAT HAD DOCUMENTATION SHOWING THAT SEHDERO LUMINOSO HAD KILLED THE PEOPLE.
IN THE CIENEGUILLA GRAVE SITES, HAD BURIED THEM, AND THEN TRIED TO MANIPULATE THE PRESS INTO REPORTING IT WAS GOVERNMENT SECURITY FORCES THAT ACTUALLY COMMITTED THE MURDERS.

COMMENT: 1. (S\NF) (b)(1)(1.4 (c)

3. (S\NF) JUAN ((MALLEA)) TOMAILA WAS ARRESTED IN JULY 1993 AND PRESENTED TO THE PRESS AS A MEMBER OF SENDERO LUMINOSO. PERUVIAN COUNTERTERRORIST POLICE, DINCOTE, CLAIMED MALLEA HAD IN HIS POSSESSION THE ORIGINAL CIENEGUILLA GRAVE SITE MAP, BASED ON GRAPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS BY THE POLICE LABORATORY. ADDITIONALLY, THE SIN/MONTESINOS CONSPIRACY THEORY AS STATED ABOVE, HAS BEEN THE SUBJECT OF EXTENSIVE MEDIA SPECULATION. MALLEA MAINTAINS HIS INNOCENCE. ACCORDING TO THE PRESS, HE IS AN EVANGELICAL MINISTER.

4. (S\NF) (b)(1)(1.4 (c)
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